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QUARTERLY REVIEW AND OUTLOOK 
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Finance by Patricia Kummer CFP® 

 
It is never comforting when you hear Wall Street analyst predict high volatility, below 

average earnings and continued uncertainty around the globe.  This would be enough to cause 
any investor to stick their head in the sand for a few years and see if things get better later. 
 
 But you can’t be Rip Van Winkle or an ostrich.  Investors need to work at earning money 
every day.  Whether your goal is in a few years or a few decades, decisions in 2016 could 
affect you indefinitely. 
 
 Last month we learned that static allocations alone may not be enough to reduce the 
new risks that are creeping into accounts due to global issues.  Since that last article we had 
Britain vote to leave the European Union and with that triple digit market volatility for several 
weeks.  Last week we had an unusual jobs report for June, showing 287,000 new non-farm 
jobs created after a disappointing May report of only 38,000 new jobs.  These extreme 
fluctuations in just two months’ time put the markets into another whirlwind. 
 
 Now we are entering earnings season once again, where major companies report their 
second quarter earnings and forecast for the remainder of the year.  The last four consecutive 
quarters, earnings have been negative.  This equates to an “earnings recession” which can 
pull back the possibility of good returns on equity investments in the near term.  This quarter, 
the reports are expected to be ‘less negative’.  This is a new term we are learning to mean as 
a good thing.  However, less of a vacuum is still a difficult environment. 
 
 As dismal as these economic indicators appear so far, there is always opportunity 
somewhere.  Growth is the necessary fuel for the economic engine that moves us forward, 
pays down debt and allows for expansion.  Consumers may be losing patience as this has 
been one of the longest recoveries in history, 27 quarters so far.  It feels like a slow uphill 
battle at a snail’s pace, but we are making progress.   
 
 The bright spots are improving employment, solid housing prices and continued low 
inflation and low interest rates.  The Brexit pushed back the Federal Reserve Board’s decision 
to increase interest rates last month along with some countries in Europe issuing bonds at 
negative interest rates.  This has caused significant fluctuations in U.S. bond prices and yields 
hit an all-time low.  Investor demand from around the world pushed domestic bond prices 
higher as fewer Europeans wanted to invest in negative bonds of their own.  This makes 
owning equities a bit more attractive than fixed income given these circumstances. 
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 Keep in mind that equities are a long term solution as volatility remains escalated 
especially during earnings season and Fed rate hike uncertainty.  One of the best outlooks 
may be in Emerging Markets, in particular China.  Their economic recovery could be a 
significant driver of world-wide growth over the next five to ten years.   
 
 You deserve to have a custom strategy based on your goals and time frame to help 
navigate these unprecedented times.  Don’t guess….it could be an expensive lesson.  Take 
the time to evaluate your needs and goals and update your financial plan.  Take time to build 
the next layer of your portfolio based on the global economy going forward. 
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